
Requiem for San Francisco
I am Prince by virtue of vote

You will not claim my throne

For whom the people chose

Only the people may depose

-- Herina Bayell, Carthian Prince

Introduction:This  is  an  overview  of  the  Vampire:  The Requiem setting of San Francisco. It details the various factions, notable Kindred, places of interest and the climate of mortal society. What  is  written  in  this  document  is considered "common knowledge" among the undead  of  the  city.  More  information  in greater detail is available on these things as needed. 
History:To understand the current political climate of  the  city,  understanding  it's  history  is paramount.
The  Gold  Rush:  This  period  saw  the  first emergence  of  Kindred  in  the  city  of  San Francisco.  An  unbound  Nosferatu  named Moleskin  quickly  seized  Princedom  of  the domain, but ruled justly and in the spirit of the  American  Dream  projected  upon  the undead.  A  few  decades  later,  an  influx  of Carthians to this "free state" was inevitable. Moleskin happily joined the covenant seeing it as analogous to his ideals.  San Francisco became one of the first "Carthian States" by this  virtue.  Not  long  after,  however, Moleskin  declared  it  was  time  for  him  to enter his slumber, and a Carthian gathering 

put  down  a  Constitution  to  use  for  the election  of  future  Princes.  An  upstanding member  of  the  Carthian  cause,  Herina Bayell,  was  elected  Prince  after  Moleskin's retirement.
The Modern Age: In modern years the grip of the  Carthians  on  the  city  has  weakened somewhat.  Ambitious  Kindred  of  other factions have all come to the city to partake in it's cultural and economical riches, leaving the need for stricter control of the populace on  the  shoulders  of  the  Prince.  Few Carthians  remain  in  the  Primogen,  instead replaced with Invictus and Sanctified allies of  the Prince,  Chinatown has been granted sovereign to the Circle of the Crone in order to slake their thirst for power. The court of the Prince has battled itself into a political standoff.  Not  all  Carthians  support  their elected Prince, but constitutionally only the Primogen  may  depose  her,  and  a revolutionary  uprising  might  plunge  the entire community into Final Death...
Distribution of power:The Carthians are by far the most numerous and,  officially,  most  powerful.  They  are however strongly rivaled in numbers by the Circle of the Crone, although a clever move 
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from  the  Prince  in  giving  them  sovereign rule  of  Chinatown  and  a  symbolic  "first rights to plunder" from shipments coming in from  Asia,  their  threat  to  the  cause  is marginalized. For now. The Lancea Sanctum and the Ordo Dracul  both exist in the city, but  very  few  of  them  have  any  political power -- the bishop of the Sanctified is also Primogen, and the Dragons wield influence with the police of the city, but that's about where  their  power  ends.  The  Invictus  are incredibly rare in the city, there exists but a handful  of  them.  Almost  all  of  them, however,  wield  considerable  power,  and they  are  the  most  numerous  covenant among the Primogen.Clanwise,  the  Daeva  are  most  numerous, attracted to the city for it's cultural appeal, followed  closely  by  Ventrue,  possibly because of the business opportunities to be had  in  the  city  and  surrounding environs(Sillicon  Valley,  for  one),  and Nosferatu,  in  part  due  to  the  egalitarian virtues  of  the  city's  rule.  The  city  has  it's share of Mekhet, too, and a selected few of the  Gangrel,  although  Gangrel  of  the  area usually seek out other places more to their liking.  Currently  only  the  Daeva  and  the Nosferatu have prisci.
The Law:In  San  Francisco  the  Carthians  rule.  The Carthian  Law  consists  of  two  parts: Constitution  and  Common  Law.  The Constitution  was  agreed  upon  by  an extraordinary  gathering  of  Carthians  upon the planned torpor of their prince by the late 19th  century  and  is  at  the  heart  of  their society: it may never be changed. Common Law  is  the  law  of  the  Prince  and  may  be changed by the next Prince at their leisure. 

Common  Law  may  never  contradict  with Constitution.
Constitution:

First: The Carthians elect the Prince
Second: The Prince selects the Primogen

Third: The Primogen may depose the Prince
Common Law:

First: Above Life is but the Masquerade
Second: Carthian minds may not be chained
Third: Carthians possess first rights to feed

The Constitution is constructed to allow for a  democratic  election  of  an  enlightened monarch, in the spirit of the social contracts of the Age of Enlightenment, as well as allow for  a  "failsafe"  in  the  possibility  for  the people to appeal to the Primogen to call for a new vote should the Prince prove a failure.Common law is constructed to protect those who  participate  in  the  democratic procedures -- by granting privileges to those of the cause they hope to attract unaligned who might  prove allies.  The first  clause of the Common Law is to protect the health of the herd; Kill only a mortal if it's necessary to preserve the Masquerade. Don't drain 'em dry,  "just 'cause" -- not only does it attract unnecessary attention, it also whittles down the number of  the  already strained mortal population.  Whether  the  law  protects  the right  to  unlife  as  well  is  a  matter  heavily debated amongst the Carthians, but the most common interpretation is that unless you've done something absolutely foolish to expose yourself  --  or  the  murder  was  through diablerie -- then few would complain about your  deed.  Kindred,  as  bloodlusting parasites,  are  always  set  at  each  other's throats, and there are many Kindred in San 
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Francisco; some would say too many.
Mortal society:San  Francisco  has  from  the  start  been  a beacon of light, justice and reason in a bleak and  corrupt  world  of  darkness.  At  least, that's what it's proponents would claim. In truth the city by the bay is as run down and unreasonable  as  any,  it's  liberal  milieu simply being more extreme at it's best, and more corrupt at it's worst. Crime is rampant on  the  streets  at  night,  the  enclaves  of Chinatown  and  Japantown  respectively waging gang wars; triads,  yakuza and local gangs  intertwined  in  an  endless  vendetta not  unlike  the  Danse  Macabre.  Corruption runs wild within the police, easy to buy out or  otherwise  pacify,  unless  one  of  them is killed -- then they will stop at nothing to put up a unified and steel solid front, regarding no  law  greater  than  their  own  perverted justice  in  their  quest  for  revenge.  Once revenge is exacted, however, they revert to their corrupt and criminal ways. That is not to  say  that  there  are  no  good  cops  in  the force, neither does it mean that the corrupt ones  are  possible  to  buy  off  in  absolutely every  aspect.  It  simply  means  that  those with  the  proper  assets  usually  avoid  too much attention.
Elysium:The  following  areas  has  been  declared Elysium,  places  of  peace  and  non-aggression:
AlcatrazDue  to  it's  secluded  location  it  is  a  great place to gather and discuss urgent matters during the night. It also serves to bother the keeper  of  the  island,  as  keeping  the peace there is another of his responsibilities.

The War Memorial Opera HouseThe Prince as well as much of the Carthian elite are patrons of the arts, and as such it was  decreed  that  this  center  of  culture should  remain  undisturbed  throughout. Carthian  gatherings  and  the  court  of  the Prince and Primogen often take place there.
Treasure IslandThis  artificial  island  has  in  modern  years seen the rise of an entire new neighborhood in San Francisco. It is declared Elysium out of  a  Masquerade-concern;  if  violence escalated, being trapped on an island as the police closed in would be a bad idea for the secrecy of Kindred in general.
The Carthian Movement:The Carthians are the primary power in the city by the bay. They are most numerous and wield considerable influence in both mortal and Kindred society. Since the Gold Rush the liberal  mindset  of  the  original  colonial settlers  as  well  as  their  burning  ambition has left  it's  mark on the Kindred following the herd. San Francisco was one of thefirst Carthian  States  in  the  world,  perhaps  the very  first  of  the  New World.  The  fact  that they are still, just about two hundred years later,  give  or  take,  the  dominant  faction is one  in  which  their  members  take  much pride.  It  is  a  shallow  pride,  however,  for many younger  Carthians  have  a  hard  time locating the "freedom" they're supposed to have  --  to  them,  they're  subject  to  an undying,  ancient tyrant who excercises her own will at the cost of her lessers, just like any Invictus  city.  To  them,  the  promise  of getting  to  vote  for  a  new  Prince  once  the current  resigns  for  torpor  is  a  vague  one, and  the  chances  of  the  corrupt  Primogen calling a vote of no confidence in the Prince 
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seem  even  more  slim.  There  are  talks  of revolt, taking down the system from within and reshaping it in a less archaic image, but dare  they  really  risk  all-out  war,  making whatever power they still retain available to any outsider with  enough ambition?  There are  also  talks  of  awaiting  the  return  of Moleskin, the original Prince of the city who joined forces with the Carthians and gave up much  of  his  power  for  the  cause  and  has subsequently become somewhat of  an icon amongst  idealistic  Carthians.  Elders  point out  that  he  would  probably  have  shown himself  by  now  if  he  was  ever  to  return, however,  so  very  few regard him as  more than  a  legend  to  inspire  hope  in  the Movement.  Whether  loyalist  or revolutionary, the Carthians are many, they are bold and they are not to be trifled with. Below is a list of notable Carthians.
Herina Bayell Female  Gangrel,  Elder  and the second and current  Prince of  San Francisco.  Embraced in San Francisco by her Unbound sire,  she joined  the  Carthian  cause  a  few  decades later  when  they  came  to  San  Francisco. Quickly  rising  in  the  esteem  of  her  fellow Carthians,  she  was  voted  Prince  after  the former went into torpor. Soon thereafter she embraced her first and only childe to be her Seneschal and lover. His recent Final Death at  the  hands  of  unknown  killers  wrecked her.  Herina  has  appointed  no  new  official Seneschal,  preferring  to  take  care  of  the tasks herself. Her rule has always been just and in the spirit of  the Carthian cause,  but also with the ruthlessness and cunning of a predator - her Gangrel nature gives her the edge  she  needs  to  get  rid  of  her  enemies. Strictly business, she has cultivated contacts 

in most of the other covenants, even having a few more trusted allies in the Invictus and Lancea Sanctum than in her own covenant, leading  to  further  distrust  from  the  other Carthians -- this vicious circle has forced her in  recent  decades  to  replace  much  of  the Carthian-controlled Primogen with her allies from the First and Second Estates in order to keep  her  own  covenant  mates  in  line. Whispers of revolt go about in the corridors. Herina  is  sympathetic  to  her  covenant's criticism, but has so far proven unwilling to go  very  far  to  "correct"  the  "wrongs"  they believe she is performing. They elected her, afterall, they are themselves responsible for her behaviour.
Marcus SingletonMale  Daeva,  Priscus,  Elder  and  Primogen. Marcus both resented and accepted the dark gift, but left his sire the moment he realized the  doses  of  blood  she  fed  him made  him ever  more  dependent  on  her.  Through  his staunch willpower he succeeded in staying away long enough for the spell to break -- a period during which she was forced to enter torpor.  Marcus  never  returned,  instead travelling to San Francisco to seek his own fortune  in  the  Requiem.  He  joined  forces with  the  local  Kindred  government,  the Carthians,  and  approved  of  their  non-intrusive  mindset  and  quickly  rose  to prominence within the covenant.  He fell  in love  with  a  young  mortal  woman  and subjected her to the same vinculum he had himself  escaped  all  those  years  ago,  until finally granting her eternal life by his side.
Lois MillerFemale Daeva, Ancilla, and Carthian Prefect. Chosen  for  ghouldom  and  love  by  an influential  Daeva by  the turn of  a  century, 
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ten years later she was embraced in the heat of  passion after a night on the town.  Since then  she  has  served  sire  and  covenant passionately,  lobbying  for  Marcus'  position as the next in line for Princedom, although his age and power makes it highly likely that he'll  enter  torpor  before  he  can  claim  the throne -- a throne she would happily take in his  stead.  She  is  ambitious  and  somewhat monstrous,  but still  a loyal  and upstanding Carthian,  despising  the  current  Prince  for her "tyranny".  
Circle of the Crone:The  high  concentration  of  Acolytes  in  San Francisco can seem odd at first,  as the city hasn't  a  particularly  pagan  or  spiritually oriented  past.  Many however  attribute  the high influx of Acolytes all those years ago to the fact that the Carthians were dominant – thus,  the  Acolytes  felt  they  could  practice their arts without fear of prosecution, taking the egalitarian promise of the Movement as truth.  They have,  largely,  been right  about this,  but  mostly  because  the  Prince  fears their numbers and their arcane power, and thus  they  have  been  excluded  from  city politics in return of getting to practice their arcane magic in peace. Since the takeover by Kamou  He  Long  the  Circle  have  been oriented  around  traditional   chinese  rites and  rituals,  adopting  and  using  much imagery  from  their  ancient,  spiritual religions.  Below is a list of notable Acolytes:
Kamou He LongMale Ventrue, Elder, leader of the Circle and Regent  of  Chinatown.  The  first  chinese inhabitant of San Francisco to be embraced, he  was  quick  to  adapt  to  his  new environment(the  ability  for  which  he  was chosen by his sire) and was instructed in the 

ways of the Danse Macabre, before his sire disappeared  a  few  years  later.  He  did  not tally long with seizing his sire's assets and building himself a small empire in the city, joining the Circle of  the Crone and quickly rising  to  prominence  within  it,  influencing the  leaders  into  adobting  many  traditional chinese  rituals,  until  seizing  complete control  of  the  covenant.  This  lead  to chastising  members  not  practicing  his traditional  chinese  interpretation  of  the rituals.  Prince Bayell  noticed his quick rise to power within one of the major covenants of the city and decided to get on good terms with  the  man,  granting  him  complete sovereignty  of  Chinatown  and surrounding areas,  as well  as a symbolic "first  rights to plunder" to any shipments coming in from the Orient,  in return for  staying out of  the city's  other  politics  -  an  agreement  with which  both  parties  seemingly  are  pleased. The  Circle  of  Chinatown  keeps  out  of  the Prince's affairs and vice versa.
Juji KonhFemale Ventrue, Ancilla and assistant to the Regent of Chinatown. Upon Long's crowning of  Regent  of  Chinatown  he  embraced  a promising  triad  member  and  business owner  to  be  his  assistant,  as  well  as  for keeping a tap into the chinese underworld. This  childe  has  taken  her  embrace  mostly well, but is a bit sad she no longer can enjoy the sunrise -- even less assassinate targets in it's  vicinity,  as  had  been  tradition  in  her organization. 
Lancea Sanctum:The Sanctified came to the city not long after the Circle of the Crone had established their presence there, perhaps as a reaction to the high  concentration  of  "heretics"  that 
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spawned.  Unlike  the  Acolytes  the  numbers of  the  Lancea  Sanctum  weren't  exactly many, and they haven't grown much in size since  then.  Perhaps  because  of  their  small number they weren't taken too seriously by the Carthians to begin with, and as such they have  been  able  to  worm  their  way  into Kindred politics as a small but serious voice amongst  the  undead  elite.   The  local Sanctified are feared, hated and grudgingly respected  for  their  fanatical  outlooks  on their role in the city's unlife, even more so than Sanctified in other cities. Nevertheless, the Sanctified do have a number of Carthian members,  drawn  to  their  Midnight  Masses by  the  promise  of  meaning  and  hope, however bleak and vague they must  seem. Below is a list of notable Sanctified:
Padre PerezMale Nosferatu, Elder, Bishop and Primogen. A  mysterious,  unsettling  Kindred,  Padre Perez leads the local  Sanctified mercilessly and with  an iron fist.  He  came  to  the  city along with the Carthian movement in order to  spread  the  gospel  of  Longinus  amongst these godless, misguided youths. He quickly built himself a small but devoted following -- they  would  have  to  be  devoted,  since  the abuse  he  makes  his  subjects  suffer borderlines to the extreme, which is also the main reason they are so few. In recent years Perez has lobbied himself to a place amongst the Primogen, a seat from which he extends his  fanatical  dogma  to  as  many corners  of the city by the bay as he possibly can. 
Ordo Dracul:Some say that the Order of the Dragon has been in San Francisco even before The Gold Rush and the crowning of Moleskin, and that the city by the bay is rightfully their domain. 

It is not a claim backed by the order itself – but then again,  an order with but a couple handfuls of members and a leader that never appears  in  public  rarely  make  any  claims. They  keep  to  themselves,  mostly.  As  a covenant  they  have  however  cultivated contacts  and  allies  within  the  judicial system, most importantly the San Francisco police, in order to be able to investigate and claim places of magic and power without the Law  evicting  them  for  "squatting".  Thus, unless a Kindred himself  has access to the police,  he  is  likely  to  need  to  curry  some favor  with  the  Order.  Below  is  a  list  of notable Dragons:
KazandraFemale  Nosferatu,  Elder  and  leader  of  the Ordo  Dracul.  An  enigmatic  figure  visibly devoid  of  emotion,  speaking  in  an  archaic tongue and only to her subjects, very rarely dealing  with  outsiders  and  in  those  cases exclusively by proxy. Her past is as shrouded in  mystery  as  her  designs,  but  her knowledge of the Coils, Kindred physiology and mystical power is a force to be reckoned with. Aside from teaching many Slaves in the basics of the Coils she is sometimes sought out by the Prince or other powerful Kindred for advice and counsel, although she seems reluctant  to  aid  anyone  outside  of  her covenant.  She  is  not  foolish,  however,  and does aid those with the assets to repay her favors.
Mahatzu YamadaMale Daeva.  Not much is known about the origins of this Dragon, only that he appeared in  San  Francisco  during  World  War  II.  He quickly  joined  up  with  the  Circle  of  the Crone,  until  it  was  seized  by  Long  a  few years  later,  leading  him  to  leave  the 
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covenant  out  of  spite  for  the  traditional chinese  doctrines  performed  within  it, instead joining the Ordo Dracul -- who were hesitant  at  first  to  accept  him  but  were impressed  by  his  fiery  ambition  and eagerness to learn. In a matter of very short time  he  has  build  himself  a  considerable name  and  fortune  in  the  city,  his  cynical passion for advancement rivaled by few.
Invictus:A rather new entrant in the Danse Macabre of  San  Francisco,  the  Invictus  came  to  the city  in  the  early  1920ies  as  a  small  but influential powercliche,  in a matter of short time  seizing  enough  assets  as  to  cement their position as a covenant. Since then they have curried favor and made their way into the  upper  reaches  of  the  politic  scene, having  no  less  than  two  members  of  the Primogen amongst  their  ranks – not  a bad ratio  considering  their  perhaps  five  total members. Below is a list of notable Invictus:
Ulrich GlückstadtMale Ventrue,  Ancilla, Primogen and Master of  Elysium.  On  the  outside  a  jazz-loving gentleman  who  has  just  passed  his  prime, his  demeanor  is  that  of  a  chuckling, charming  old  man.  He  was  embraced  and indoctrinated  into  the  Carthian  ranks  just around  the  beginning  of  the  20th  century, but  left  them  out  of  disinterest  in  their beaucracy.  He disappeared for a few years before  returning  with  a  group  of  Invictus, now  one  of  them.  His  "desertion"  to  the ranks of the "powermongers" is a fact much loathed  by  the  Carthians,  but  many  agree that he is still  the likable fellow they once knew, and he has indeed done very little to lessen his peers'  opinion of him, at least if you take his change of allegiance out of the 

equation.  Due  to  his  influence  over  the mortal  world  through  his  organization  as well  as  his  charismatic  influence  on  the Kindred of the city, he has been granted the status  of  Primogen.  The  former  Master  of Elysium,  a  Daeva,  resigned  for  torpor  not many  years  ago,  and  personally  appointed Ulrich as his successor, citing his populistic appeal and ability to understand the needs of his lessers as the reason. 
Claire LourentFemale Ventrue, Elder, Primogen and leader of  the  Invictus.  In  life  allegedly  an  ally  of Prince Bayell,  although  the  truth to  this  is disputed, as the Prince remains silent on the matter, Claire "returned" to San Francisco in the  early  20th  century  along  with  Ulrich Glückstadt,  quickly  seizing  multiple  mortal corporations  in  the  city,  building  a powerbase  for  herself  and  the  covenant, cementing their position. 
The Unbound:There  are  not  many  unaligned  Kindred  in San  Francisco.  Most  unaligned  arriving  in the  city  quickly join up with the  Carthians considering  the  benefits  their  rule  gives them,  while  still  enjoying  somewhat  the same freedom as they would have done on their own. Those unaligned that do not join the Carthians refuse to do so out of spite for the  tyrant  Prince in control.  Thus,  the  few unaligned  that  stays  in  the  city  are  either very  stubborn,  or  Kindred  defecting  from their former covenant, not yet having chosen another.
Larry "Loom" MoolMale Nosferatu,  Neonate,  Priscus  and Lord of Alcatraz. In his mortal days the kid named Larry Mool grew up without ever knowing 
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his  father  --  his  father  participated  in  the Battle of Alcatraz and was executed for his part  in  it.  Larry  quickly  learned  to  trick other people in order to get what he wanted -- that was how he made his living. Quickly rising to be a high profile conman at a young age,  running  scams  on  business  people selling non-existant products, he caught the attention of a Mekhet, one of the first to look through his cons, who declared at court that he  planned  on  embracing  the  young  man come  full  moon,  as  was  tradition  in  his lineage. A rival Nosferatu opted to embrace the man before the full moon, however, as to humiliate the Mekhet in court.  Larry didn't take his embrace well and disowned his sire, who  merely  took  laughter  in  his  antics. Without  guidance,  Larry  became  quite troublesome.  Through  a  series  of suggestions his sire convinced the Prince to teach the pup a lesson, granting him the sole domain  of  Alcatraz  in  order  to  keep  his antics  contained  to  that  one  island. Humiliated Larry changed his name to Loom and retreated to Alcatraz and made himself a haven and a life. The rivalry between his sire  and  the  Mekhet  that  had  originally chosen  him  continued  to  escalate  around him, and culminated in the disappearance of both  Kindred,  one  presumably  killed  the other  and  fled.  Soon  thereafter  Loom claimed the status of Priscus in his clan, and none has cared to challenge him for the title as of yet. 
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